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Abstract
Cloud centric computing is a significant trend in computing. It is very appealing because it can offer a number of
benefits such as cost efficiency, elasticity, scalability, and
convenience to millions of organizations and end users. On
the other hand, cloud computing creates many new security
problems that should be properly addressed for its wide and
successful adoption. In this paper, we analyze a new category of virtual machine (VM) migration incurred security
problems. The migration of VM instances in the cloud is
highly desirable and even inevitable for reasons such as load
balancing and energy saving. We pinpoint that the migration of VM instances from one physical machine to another
can weaken or even nullify the security protections provided
by the intrusion prevention systems and intrusion detection
systems to the original VM instances. We further analyze
the root cause of this category of VM migration incurred
security problems and discuss the potential approaches for
addressing them.
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Introduction

Cloud centric computing is a significant trend in computing. While offering a number of benefits such as cost efficiency, elasticity, scalability, and convenience to millions of
organizations and end users, cloud computing also creates
many new security problems from both technical and nontechnical perspectives such as unexpected side channels and
covert channels, mutual auditability, and reputation fatesharing in multi-tenant environments [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
The benefits of cloud computing are, to a large extent,
brought by its capability of provisioning virtual machine
(VM) instances elastically to different physical machines
(even with different geographical locations) and migrating the VM instances whenever necessary. Especially, researchers have intensively investigated different VM migration schemes to better achieve objectives such as fault management, load balancing, energy saving, and performance
improvement [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].
However, the research on the VM migration related security problems is still very limited. Existing efforts mainly

focus on the potential attacks that may occur during the live
migration of VM instances, with a threat model in which
attackers with high privileges such as administrator permissions can compromise the confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of the lively migrated VM instances (see Section 2). Unfortunately, many practical and severe security
problems that can be incurred by the VM migration have
not been carefully investigated yet.
In this paper, we analyze a new category of VM migration
incurred security problems. We pinpoint that the migration of VM instances from one physical machine to another
can weaken or even nullify the security protections provided
by the intrusion prevention systems and intrusion detection
systems to the original VM instances. Especially, we exemplify some typical VM migration incurred security problems
by using the very popular Amazon EC2 (Elastic Compute
Cloud) cloud computing environment [13], the default Netfilter [14] Linux intrusion prevention (i.e., firewall) system,
and the very popular Snort intrusion detection system [15].
VM migration incurred problems can cause severe consequences because they immediately provide many vectors for
attackers to perform different types of malicious activities.
We further analyze the root cause of this category of VM
migration incurred security problems and discuss three potential approaches for addressing them.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
reviews the related work on VM migration security. Section 3 exemplifies and analyzes the typical VM migration
incurred security problems. Section 4 discusses the potential approaches for addressing the VM migration incurred
security problems. Section 5 concludes the paper.
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Related Work

Existing research on the VM migration related security
problems mainly focuses on the potential attacks that may
occur during the live migration of VM instances.
In [16], Oberheide et al. empirically demonstrated that
both Xen and VMware are vulnerable to practical man-inthe-middle attacks targeting their live migration functionality; these attacks can manipulate the memory of a VM
as it traverses the network during a live migration. In [17],
Santos et al. proposed a trusted cloud computing platform
that allows users to verify the confidentiality and integrity
of their data and computation; this platform can be used to
secure the VM launch and live migration operations. In [18],

Duncan et al. considered the potential for insider attackers such as cloud providers to harvest customer data while
VMs are migrated, and asserted that digital-forensic techniques can be useful in detecting such insider attacks and
may deter many potential malicious insiders from carrying
out such attacks.
In [19], Danev et al. considered the problem of enabling
secure migration of virtual TPM (Trusted Platform Module) [20] based VMs in private clouds, and proposed a secure
migration protocol. In [21], Aslam et al. proposed a secure
VM migration mechanism that uses TPM [20] capabilities
to guarantee that a VM is migrated only to a trustworthy
cloud platform. Another TPM based scheme is presented
in [22], in which a role-based mechanism with remote attestation is used and the VM migration is controlled by specific
policies that are protected in the sealed storage.
Our work is different from these related ones because we
focus on investigating the problems that the migration of
VM instances from one physical machine to another can
weaken or even nullify the security protections provided
by the intrusion prevention systems and intrusion detection systems to the original VM instances. This category of
security problems can cause severe consequences but have
not been carefully analyzed before.
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Migration
Problems

Incurred

Security

When VM instances are deployed into the cloud, they are
often protected by different types of security systems such
as intrusion prevention systems (IPSs) and intrusion detection systems (IDSs). Signature-based and anomaly-based
security rules are widely used in IPSs and IDSs to detect
malicious or suspicious activities and perform the protection actions such as raising alarms, dropping packets, and
rejecting connections.
In the typical IPSs and IDSs, machines’ identifiers such
as IP addresses and hostnames are often used to define the
security rules. For example, one IPS security rule may reject
any incoming HTTP request sent to the IP address of the
local machine, and one IDS security rule may raise an alarm
if any outgoing TCP connection is initiated from the IP
address of the local machine.
Without migration, the IPS and IDS security rules defined for a machine may work properly as designed and
deployed. However, with migration, if the identifiers of machines are changed but the identifiers used in the security
rules do not change accordingly, many rules could be weakened or even nullified and severe consequences could be incurred. As introduced in Section 1, in the cloud computing
environments, the migration of VM instances is highly desirable for better achieving the objectives such as fault management, load balancing, energy saving, and performance
improvement [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Indeed, the migration
of VM instances is often even inevitable. For example, if
we stop a VM instance and start it again, quite often the
IP address, domain name, hostname, and MAC (media access control) address of the VM instance will be different
from the previous ones. Therefore, this category of VM mi-

gration incurred security problems could be pervasive and
should be comprehensively investigated.

3.1

Methodology

We perform an empirical study of the VM migration incurred security problems using the very popular Amazon
EC2 (Elastic Compute Cloud) cloud computing environment [13]. We deploy Linux EC2 VM instances, use the
default Linux firewall, Netfilter [14], as the IPS, and use
the very popular Snort system [15] as the IDS. We define
typical IPS and IDS security rules to secure our EC2 instances, migrate the VM instances by simply stopping and
restarting them, measure the effectiveness of the IPS and
IDS security rules before and after the VM migration, and
analyze the measured results.

3.2

Amazon EC2 Service

Each Amazon EC2 instance is created based on an AMI
(Amazon Machine Image) [23] that contains the operating
system, applications, libraries, data, and configuration settings. Each EC2 instance is a virtual machine that can be
stopped and restarted while retaining all the data. Typically, EC2 instances are directly connected to the Internet
and are protected by their associated security groups, which
define external firewalls with the rules enforced by the Amazon EC2 infrastructure [24]. To take the defense-in-depth
approach and provide multiple layers of security controls,
customers should further deploy host-level IPSs and IDSs
directly on their EC2 instances [25].
When an Amazon EC2 instance is started, it is given a
public (i.e., external) IP address, a public domain name,
a private (i.e., internal) IP address (also the hostname in
the form of the private IP address), and a private domain
name. Within the Amazon EC2 cloud computing environment, both domain names are resolved to the private IP
address; outside the Amazon EC2 cloud computing environment, the public domain name is mapped to the public IP address. Whenever an EC2 instance is stopped or
terminated, these IP addresses and domain names are released back to the IP address and domain name pools, and
new IP addresses and domain names will be assigned to
the instance when it is restarted. A static Elastic IP (EIP)
address can be allocated for a user’s AWS (Amazon Web
Services ) account with extra charge, and can be associated
with a running instance; however, stopping a classic EC2
instance also disassociates the EIP from it [26].

3.3

Experiments and Analysis

In our experiments, we follow the typical way of using the
IP addresses as the identifiers to define the Netfilter [14] IPS
rules and the Snort [15] IDS rules. However, domain name,
hostname, and MAC address can also be used to define the
Netfilter and Snort rules, so the similar security problems
may also happen for those rules (see Section 3.3.3).

3.3.1

The Netfilter IPS (Firewall)

We configure the Netfilter firewall rules using the Linux iptables command line program [14]. Table 1 lists five experimental scenarios and the corresponding Netfilter firewall
rules that we defined.
Netfilter Scenario 1 : Internet Control Message Protocol
(ICMP) is a core Internet protocol that transmits the network status and control information. For example, ICMP
is used in the ping network administration utility. In this
scenario, the Netfilter rule is deployed on the EC2 instance
A to restrict incoming ICMP echo requests sent to the instance A by dropping the requests that are not sent from
the instance B. This firewall rule protects the instance A
from unsolicited ICMP packets that could be used in attacks such as OS finger printing, flooding, and denial of
service (DoS) [27]. The default firewall rule in this scenario
is accepting all the incoming traffic.
In our experiments, we first verified that this firewall rule
works correctly for the original instances A and B. We then
experimented with two different migration cases. In the
first case, we stopped the instance A and restarted it. Because the IP address of the instance A is changed and the
instance is migrated, this rule will no longer drop any ICMP
echo request sent to the instance A. Therefore, the instance
A becomes immediately vulnerable to many ICMP attacks
such as OS finger printing, flooding, and DoS [27]. Oversized ICMP packets can also potentially crash or reboot the
target system [27].
In the second case, we stopped the instance B and
restarted it. Because the IP address of the instance B is
changed and the instance is migrated, this rule will drop
any ICMP echo request sent from the instance B to the
instance A, thus denying the legitimate requests from the
instance B and disrupting the normal interactions between
the two instances.
Netfilter Scenario 2 : User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is
a core Internet protocol for hosts to efficiently send messages
to other hosts on the IP network without establishing dedicated end to end connections. For example, UDP is widely
used in the Internet domain name system (DNS). In this
scenario, the Netfilter rule is deployed on the EC2 instance
A to allow outgoing UDP requests sent from the instance
A to some domain name server. The default firewall rule in
this scenario is dropping all the outgoing traffic.
In our experiments, we first verified that this firewall rule
works correctly for the original instance A. We then stopped
the instance A and restarted it. Because the IP address of
the instance A is changed and the instance is migrated,
this rule will no longer accept the domain name resolution
request sent from the instance A to the domain name server.
Therefore, the IP addresses of the remote servers cannot be
returned to the applications on the instance A, and many
legitimate activities will be disrupted.
Netfilter Scenario 3 : Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) is a connection oriented core Internet protocol that
is widely used in different application layer protocols such
as HTTP and SSH (Secure Shell). In this scenario, the
Netfilter rule is deployed on the EC2 instance A to allow
outgoing HTTP requests sent from the instance A. The de-

fault firewall rule in this scenario is also dropping all the
outgoing traffic.
In our experiments, we first verified that this firewall rule
works correctly for the original instance A. We then stopped
the instance A and restarted it. Because the IP address of
the instance A is changed and the instance is migrated, this
rule will no longer accept any HTTP request sent from the
instance A to remote Web services. Therefore, legitimate
Web requests and interactions initiated from the instance
A are disrupted.
Netfilter Scenario 4 : In this scenario, the Netfilter rule
is deployed on the EC2 instance A to restrict the incoming
SSH connection requests sent to the instance A by dropping
the requests that are not sent from the instance B. This firewall rule protects the instance A from remote login requests
sent from any unauthorized host. The default firewall rule
in this scenario is accepting all the incoming traffic.
In our experiments, we first verified that this firewall rule
works correctly for the original instances A and B. We then
experimented with two different migration cases. In the
first case, we stopped the instance A and restarted it. Because the IP address of the instance A is changed and the
instance is migrated, this rule will no longer drop any SSH
request sent to the instance A. Therefore, the instance A becomes immediately vulnerable to remote login attacks such
as online password dictionary and brute-force attacks.
In the second case, we stopped the instance B and
restarted it. Because the IP address of the instance B is
changed and the instance is migrated, this rule will drop
any SSH request sent from the instance B to the instance A,
thus denying the legitimate SSH connection requests from
the instance B and disrupting the normal user activities.
Netfilter Scenario 5 : In this scenario, the Netfilter rule
is deployed on the EC2 instance A to accept the outgoing SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) connection requests sent from the instance A. This firewall rule allows the
instance A to transmit standard electronic mail messages
across networks. The default firewall rule in this scenario is
dropping all the outgoing traffic.
In our experiments, we first verified that this firewall
rule works correctly for the original instances A. We then
stopped the instance A and restarted it. Because the IP
address of the instance A is changed and the instance is migrated, this rule will no longer accept any outgoing SMTP
mail requests sent from the instance A. Therefore, for example, the instance A will not be able to communicate with
the administrators for alert emails, and legitimate activities
are disrupted.
3.3.2

The Snort IDS

Snort [15] can match the specified patterns in message headers and bodies to detect suspicious intrusion attempts. We
installed the Snort IDS on our EC2 instances. Table 2 lists
five experimental scenarios and the corresponding Snort
IDS rules that we defined.
Snort Scenario 1 : In this scenario, the Snort rule is deployed on the EC2 instance A to alert and block suspicious
outgoing HTTP requests that are not sent from the instance
A. This snort rule protects the instance A from being used

Table 1: Experimental Scenarios and Security Rules for the Netfilter IPS
Scenarios
Netfilter Rules
1. Restrict incoming ICMP echo requests sent iptables -A INPUT -p icmp -icmp-type 8 -s !<IPto the instance A by dropping the requests that Address-of-instanceB> -d <IP-Address-of-instanceA>
are not sent from the instance B
-m state –state NEW,ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j
DROP
2. Allow outgoing UDP (domain name reso- iptables -A OUTPUT -p udp -s <IP-Address-oflution in this case) requests sent from the in- instanceA> -d <Name Server> -dport 53 -m state –
stance A to some domain name server
state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT
3. Allow outgoing TCP (HTTP in this case) iptables -A OUTPUT -p tcp -s <IP-Addressrequests sent from the instance A
of-instanceA>
–dport
80
-m
state
–state
NEW,ESTABLISHED -j ACCEPT
4. Restrict the incoming TCP (SSH connection iptables -A INPUT -p tcp -d <IP-Address-ofin this case) requests sent to the instance A by instanceA> -s !<IP-Address-of-instanceB> –dport 22
dropping the requests that are not sent from -j DROP
the instance B
5. Allow outgoing TCP (SMTP in this case) iptables -A OUTPUT -p tcp -s <IP-Address-ofrequests sent from the instance A
instanceA> –dport 25 -j ACCEPT
Table 2: Experimental Scenarios and Security Rules for the Snort IDS
Scenarios
Snort Rules
1. Alert and block suspicious outgoing TCP alert tcp !<IP-Address-of-instanceA> any -> 80
(HTTP in this case) requests that are not sent (msg: Not from legitimate host, Connection blocked;
from the instance A
sid:400;react:block;)
2. Alert ICMP messages sent from the instance alert icmp <IP-Address-of-instanceB> any -> <IPB to the instance A
Address-of-instanceA> any (msg: ”Server is Up and
running”; sid: 121;)
3. Alert TCP (anonymous FTP in this case) alert tcp !<IP-Address-of-instanceB> any -> <IPrequests sent from any host that is not instance Address-of-instanceA> 21 (msg: attempted anonyB to the instance A
mous ftp access; content: anonymous; offset: 5;)
4. Alert UDP (domain name resolution) re- alert udp !<Name-Server> 53 -> < IP-Address-ofsponses sent from any unauthorized host to the instanceA > any (msg:”Non-Legitimate DNS”;sid:254;)
instance A
5. Alert TCP (SSH connection in this case) alert tcp !<IP-Address-of-instanceB> any -> <IPrequests sent from any host that is not instance Address-of-instanceA> 22(msg:”Unknown SSH conB to the instance A
nection detected”; )
by malicious applications to send Web requests with spoofed
source IP addresses and perform application layer DoS attacks.
In our experiments, we first verified that this Snort rule
works correctly for the original instance A. We then stopped
the instance A and restarted it. Because the IP address of
the instance A is changed and the instance is migrated, this
rule will alert and block all the legitimate HTTP requests
sent from the instance A, thus disrupting the normal user
and application activities.
Snort Scenario 2 : In this scenario, the Snort rule is deployed on the EC2 instance A to alert ICMP messages sent
from the instance B to the instance A. For one example,
when an ICMP echo request is sent (e.g., using the ping
utility) from the instance A to check the heartbeat of the
instance B, an ICMP response message should be sent back
to the instance A if the instance B is alive. Similarly, the instance B can also send ICMP echo requests to the instance
A to check the heartbeat of the instance A. So the alert
messages can be used for the heartbeat checking.

In our experiments, we first verified that this Snort rule
works correctly for the original instances A and B. We then
experimented with two different migration cases. In the
first case, we stopped the instance A and restarted it. Because the IP address of the instance A is changed and the
instance is migrated, this rule will no longer alert any ICMP
message sent from the instance B. In the second case, we
stopped the instance B and restarted it. Similarly, because
the IP address of the instance B is changed and the instance
is migrated, this rule will no longer alert any ICMP message sent from the instance B. Therefore, corresponding to
the aforementioned example, the heartbeat checking function is disrupted and the two instances may not continue to
perform their normal interactions with each other.
Snort Scenario 3 : In this scenario, the Snort rule is deployed on the EC2 instance A to alert anonymous FTP
requests sent from any host that is not instance B to the
instance A. It will not only check the source and destination
of the requests, but also check the content of the messages
to match the username “anonymous”.

In our experiments, we first verified that this Snort rule
works correctly for the original instances A and B. We then
experimented with two different migration cases. In the first
case, we stopped the instance A and restarted it. Because
the IP address of the instance A is changed and the instance is migrated, this rule will no longer alert any anonymous FTP request sent to the instance A, thus failing to
detect suspicious FTP connection requests originated from
any unauthorized host.
In the second case, we stopped the instance B and
restarted it. Because the IP address of the instance B is
changed and the instance is migrated, this rule will alert
any legitimate anonymous FTP request sent from the instance B to the instance A. Therefore, many false alarms
will be generated and the normal FTP interactions between
the two instances may even be disrupted.
Snort Scenario 4 : In this scenario, the Snort rule is deployed on the EC2 instance A to alert domain name resolution responses sent from any unauthorized host to the
instance A. This rule can be used to capture anomalous
DNS activities and protect the instance A from using the
DNS resolution results generated by malicious hosts.
In our experiments, we first verified that this Snort rule
works correctly for the original instance A. We then stopped
the instance A and restarted it. Because the IP address of
the instance A is changed and the instance is migrated, this
rule will no longer alert any unauthorized DNS response
sent to the instance A, thus providing the opportunities for
attackers to use malicious DNS responses to manipulate the
instance A and its applications.
Snort Scenario 5 : In this scenario, the Snort rule is deployed on the EC2 instance A to alert SSH requests sent
from any host that is not instance B to the instance A. It
can be used to detect the suspicious remote login attempts
from any unauthorized host.
In our experiments, we first verified that this Snort rule
works correctly for the original instances A and B. We then
experimented with two different migration cases. In the first
case, we stopped the instance A and restarted it. Because
the IP address of the instance A is changed and the instance
is migrated, this rule will no longer alert any SSH request
sent to the instance A, thus failing to detect suspicious SSH
connections initiated from the unauthorized hosts.
In the second case, we stopped the instance B and
restarted it. Because the IP address of the instance B is
changed and the instance is migrated, this rule will alert
any legitimate SSH connection request sent from the instance B to the instance A. Therefore, many false alarms
will be generated and the normal SSH interactions between
the two instances may even be disrupted.
3.3.3

Rules with Other Types of Identifiers

In the EC2 environment (see Section 3.2), we verified that
when a domain name or a hostname (rather than an IP address) is used to define the Netfilter and Snort rules, the
same VM migration incurred security problems as exemplified in the previous scenarios also exist. A MAC address can
be used to specify the source of the incoming traffic in Netfilter rules and in the ARP spoof pre-processor for Snort.

Therefore, in theory, some VM migration incurred security
problems may still happen. However, because an incoming packet always carries the MAC address of the nearest
router that delivers the packet, such MAC address based
rules are rarely used, and we did not find a typical scenario
to perform further verification.

4

Discussion

In the last section we used typical scenarios to exemplify
that the migration of VM instances in the cloud can weaken
or even nullify the security protections provided by the Netfilter IPS and the Snort IDS to the original VM instances.
Note that the similar problems may also occur for other
IPSs, IDSs, and application layer protection services as long
as they use IP address, domain name, hostname, and MAC
address as the identifiers to define their security rules. For
example, Apache Web server configuration directives (particularly in the httpd.conf configuration file) can rely on a
set of IP addresses or domain names. In a typical scenario of
using the <directory> directive to control the website folder
or file access based on the client IP address or hostname,
we verified that the access control rule will be nullified if
the client VM instance is migrated.
To address this type of VM migration incurred security
problems, we advocate three potential approaches: adopting the best practices in configuring the security services,
leveraging the advanced facilities provided in the cloud computing environments, and performing automatic security
problem detection and correction.

4.1

Adopting the Best Practices

As we can see from the examples in the last section, using
hard-coded IP addresses (or other types of identifiers) in the
security rules is the main reason why those rules were weakened or even nullified after the VM migration. One best
practice is to use environment variables that will dynamically change when VM instances are migrated, and avoid
using hard-coded identifiers in security rules if possible.
For example, the following Linux shell script can extract
the IP address of a host from the network configuration file
and then assign the IP address value to the “EXTIP” environment variable. Linux text utilities grep and sed are used
in this script for pattern matching and effective text extraction. Then, when we define the Netfilter and Snort security
rules, we can directly use the “EXTIP” environment variable rather than any hard-coded IP address. Therefore, the
current IP address of a VM instance will be dynamically
updated to the security rules after a migration.
# Utilities
IFC=’/sbin/ifconfig’
GREP=’/bin/grep’
SED=’/bin/sed’
#Interface
EXTIF=eth0
# Setting up the environment variables
EXTIP="‘$IFC $EXTIF|$GREP addr:
|$SED’s/.*addr:\([^ ]*\) .*/\1/’‘"

4.2

Leveraging the Advanced Facilities

Some cloud computing environments provide specific configuration settings that allow VM instances to be always associated with certain static IP addresses and domain names.
For example, Amazon provides the Virtual Private Cloud
(VPC) environment [28] for customers to define a virtual
network and deploy the VM instances. If we use VPC with
regular IP addresses, the VM migration incurred security
problems discussed in Section 3 will still occur. However, if
we use the combination of VPC and Elastic IP (EIP) addresses, the static EIPs will still be assigned to the original
VM instances (deployed in the VPC) after the instances are
migrated. Therefore, carefully leveraging this and similar
advanced facilities in the cloud computing environments,
customers can avoid the VM migration incurred security
problems discussed in Section 3.

4.3

Automatic Detection and Correction

The previous two approaches basically put the responsibilities on the customers who will deploy their systems and
applications in the cloud. However, we cannot assume that
customers will always follow the best practices or will always
properly leverage the advanced facilities to prevent the potential VM migration incurred security problems. This is
analogous to the situation that widespread security vulnerabilities in the software systems [29, 30, 31, 32, 33] can often
be attributed to the failure of engineers to follow secure design, implementation, and deployment practices.
Therefore, we advocate the third approach, which is to
perform automatic security problem detection and correction. We are currently developing such tools that can be
used by VM instances to automatically (a) identify Netfilter and Snort security rules that contain hard-coded or
fixed identifiers such as the IP addresses, (b) detect the occurrences of the VM migrations, and (c) update the new
identifiers to the corresponding rules. Such tools will be integrated into the VM instances, migrated with the VM instances, and automatically executed (e.g., as the cron jobs
in the Linux or Unix systems). With the help of such tools,
customers will be freed from the burden, worry, and potential mistakes of addressing VM incurred security problems
by themselves.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we analyzed a new category of VM migration
incurred security problems. We used typical scenarios to
exemplify that the migration of VM instances in the cloud
can weaken or even nullify the security protections provided
by the intrusion prevention systems (such as the Netfilter
Linux firewall) and the intrusion detection systems (such as
Snort) to the original VM instances. We highlighted that
these problems can cause severe consequences because they
immediately provide many vectors for attackers to perform
different types of malicious activities. We further analyzed
the root cause of this category of VM migration incurred
security problems and discussed three potential approaches

for addressing them. In the future, we will focus on developing tools that can be used by VM instances to perform automatic security problem detection and correction, so that
the VM incurred security problems can be automatically
and reliably addressed for cloud computing customers.
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